
GelatoPOP UP

Surprise your guests with
authentic Italian gelato



To make your party perfect you must leave 
nothing to chance. 

After inviting people and choosing the dress, the location and the 

decoration, it’s the time to carefully define the menu, especially sweets

and cakes. 

Surprise your guests with the Italian 

artisanal gelato, it will be a treat that they 

will hardly forget. 

What kind of party has no

delicious dessert?



Gelato&Co

Our smooth, creamy gelato includes Italian signatures such as Sicilian 

Pistacchio and Piemontese Hazelnut together with several vegan and 

dairy free options, including Strawberry sorbet, Lemon sorbet and Dark 

Chocolate gelato. With our delicious gelato we also make excellent 

desserts like gelato cakes, and other Italian classic pastry treats. 

Gelato&Co offers an outstanding quality Italian Gelato, ensured by the 

traditional homemade process: differently to industrial ice-cream 

which relies on automatized production and artificial preservatives, 

artisanal gelato is made fresh in-house daily, using only carefully 

selected natural ingredients.

Like almost 99% of Italian foods, our products are fancy desserts, an 

elegant way to close the meal with a sweet, artisanal and natural flavor. 



Kart and
  Cool boxes

Want to add a spectacular twist to your 

party? Don’t settle for simple things, bring 

a real gelato cart to your guests!

GELATO COOL BOX

Ideal for large parties or events between

50 and 350 people;

Choose up to 6 flavors;

Minimum order is $400,00 + taxes

(free delivery under 20 miles).

GELATO TROLLEY

Ideal for parties between 25 to 40 people

Choose up to 2 flavors

Minimum order is $150,00 + taxes

(free delivery under 20 miles)



Our gelato is prepared fresh every day. We 

only use genuine ingredients and seasonal 

fruit, without adding any preservatives, 

colourants and artificial flavours. 

Dulche de leche Tiramisu Chocolate

   Gelatoflavours
After 8 Coffee Cheesecake

Salted caramel Stracciatella Mango

Lemon Raspberry And many more



A delicious cake made of 2 

gelato flavors or sorbets, layered 

and garnished on the top. A 

gelato cake is the perfect treat 

to surprise your guest with a non 

conventional dessert, providing 

them a real tasting experience 

of something never tried before. 

As we care about giving everyone the possibility to enjoy our gelato, we 

continuously research natural products, developing new recipes to 

create exclusive flavours suitable for our vegans and celiac clients.

Gelato cakes
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